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 exploration:  traveling in a new area in order to learn about it.
 astronaut:  a person who is trained to travel in a spacecraft.
 spacecraft:  a vehicle used for traveling in space.
 space probe:  a vehicle that carries equipment but no passengers.
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2.
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 gravity:  a force that pulls things to the center of the Earth.
 satellite:  a machine made and put in space to orbit the earth.
 space station:  a structure in space for astronauts to live in.
 simulator:  a machine that pretends to act like something else.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Through space exploration, humans have learned a great deal
about the planets, stars, and other objects in space. More than
5,000 spacecraft have been launched into space to gather
information since 1957. They include spacecraft with humans
on board, space probes, and satellites. The Soviet Union (now
Russia) and the United States were originally the main countries
exploring space. Many other countries are now involved.
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Through space exploration, humans have learned a great deal about the planets, stars,
and other objects in space. More than 5,000 spacecraft have been launched into space to
gather information since 1957. They include spacecraft with humans on board, space
probes, and satellites. The Soviet Union (now Russia) and the United States were
originally the main countries exploring space. Many other countries are now involved.
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 When did they start sending spacecraft into space?
 What were the two main countries exploring space?

1.
2.
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Astronauts (called cosmonauts in Russia and taikonauts in
China) go through a thorough training program. They study
math and science in classrooms. They learn to operate their
spacecraft by using computer-controlled simulators. These
devices present astronauts with conditions that they will later
experience during actual flight. Astronauts also must improve
their physical fitness. They make special trips in airplanes to get
used to the feeling of weightlessness.
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 What school subjects do astronauts have to study?
 How do they train for space travel?

1.
2.

Astronauts (called cosmonauts in Russia and taikonauts in China) go through a thorough
training program. They study math and science in classrooms. They learn to operate their
spacecraft by using computer-controlled simulators. These devices present astronauts
with conditions that they will later experience during actual flight. Astronauts also must
improve their physical fitness. They make special trips in airplanes to get used to the
feeling of weightlessness.



Space stations are spacecraft that stay in orbit for a long period of
time. Scientists can spend days or even months at a station doing
experiments. Russian cosmonaut Valeri Polyakov spent 437 days on
the Mir space station in 1994 and 1995. He still holds the record for
the longest time spent in space.

In the 1990s the United States and 15 other countries agreed to build
and operate a large space station together. The new project was called
the International Space Station (ISS) and still operates now. 
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Space stations are spacecraft that stay in orbit for a
long period of time. Scientists can spend days or even
months at a station doing experiments. Russian
cosmonaut Valeri Polyakov spent 437 days on the Mir
space station in 1994 and 1995. He still holds the
record for the longest time spent in space.

In the 1990s the United States and 15 other countries
agreed to build and operate a large space station
together. The new project was called the International
Space Station (ISS) and still operates now. 
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True or False?

Scientists will die if
they stay in space for
more than a week.

There are no space
stations operating
now.

space exploration
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Articles: the

We also use the when there is only one of something.

The sky is blue.
The capital of China

is Beijing.
Australia is below

the equator.



Goodbye!
See you next

time!
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